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Abstract
Hypertension (HTN) is an elevated blood pressure (BP) compared to 
normative data and occurs in 30-50% of adults and is the number one risk 
of human death. While non-invasive brachial BP defines hypertension, 
physiologically BP is the product of the central haemodynamic (CH) 
variables of stroke volume (SV), heart rate (HR), cardiac output (CO) 
and systemic vascular resistance (SVR) or BP = (SV x HR) x SVR. 
Pathophysiologically HTN is the result of one or more elevated CH 
parameters and while global clinical guidelines recommend anti-
hypertensive therapy to reduce CH BP monitoring is recommended 
to monitor therapeutic effectiveness. Significantly control of people 
diagnosed with HTN remains persistently dismal at <23% while CH are 
ignored. We reviewed Australian, Canadian, Chinese, European, Japanese, 
Singaporean, UK, US and International HTN guidelines. The focus of the 
guidelines on cardiovascular physiology, allied science and novel concepts 
of HTN management were assessed using proprietary word-count 
functions targeting BP and CH, and the results tabulated.  A total of 695 
pages and 478,537 words were published in the nine representative global 
HTN guidelines, with BP parameters mentioned 7,535 times (99.4%), and 
CH parameters mentioned 47 times (0.6%), while 4 of 9 (44%) guidelines 
omitted any mention of CH. All guidelines recommended BP definitions 
and BP-centric therapies, without mention of CH.  The adoption of CH in 
HTN practice may improve our understanding of the aetiology of HTN 
and advance precision therapy in adults and children with this pandemic 
condition.

Keywords: Hypertension; Central Haemodynamics; physiology; Blood 
pressure; Hypertension Guidelines; Therapy; Outcomes.

KeyPoints
1. Hypertension (HTN) is the number one global risk for human death.

2. Despite over 20 years of focus with multiple global practice guidelines,
public information campaigns, unprecedented spending, and the marketing 
of a constellation of evolving pharmacotherapies and monitoring
technologies, the incidence of hypertension continues to increase and BP
control remains <23%

3. While central haemodynamics (CH) are essential for understanding
the aetiology of HTN and are the physiological targets for therapeutic
interventions they are omitted from current guidelines

4. This study reviewed recommendations for the diagnosis and treatment
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of HTN in global guidelines and their relationship to the 
physiology, pathophysiology of the condition

5. Addition of CH to current practice is physiologically 
rational and may improve precision therapeutic strategies 
and outcomes in HTN

Introduction
Hypertension (HTN) is a circulatory disease characterized 

by an elevated blood pressure (BP) relative to normative data 
and is the leading cause of cardiovascular disease and deaths 
globally accounting for approximately 10.4 million deaths 
annually [1]. Chronic complications of HTN include coronary 
artery disease, heart failure, atrial fibrillation, cerebrovascular 
disease and stroke, peripheral arterial diseases, aortic 
aneurysm and chronic kidney disease. Worldwide 1.28 billion 
adults aged 30-79 have HTN with ~46% unaware they have 
the condition [2]. Approximately 32% of the global adult 
population have HTN, of whom only around 50% have been 
diagnosed, with 38-47% of these having been treated, and a 
mere 18-23% of those diagnosed with HTN have their BP 
controlled [Figure 1] [3].

In the US 30-50% of all adults have HTN with less 
than 50% of these treated, and ~25% treated successfully 
[4]. While the cost of managing HTN for the US alone in 
2018 was $316 billion [5,6], the incidence of HTN and the 
associated morbidity and mortality continues to increase 
globally [7,8]. These dismal global outcomes persist despite 
20 years of intense focus on improving the clinical care of 
HTN patients including the promotion of public health 
programs, publication of multiple global practice guidelines, 
unprecedented spending, and the marketing of a constellation 
of evolving pharmacotherapies and BP monitoring 
technologies. While HTN is commonly a disease of adults, 
paediatric HTN occurs in ~5% of paediatric patients and is 
associated with an increasing incidence of cardiovascular 
symptoms in later life which can be reduced by early BP 
control [9-11]. The condition is complex and underdiagnosed 
with a number of unique phenotypes and a lack of consensus 
on clinical definitions and practice [12,13]. HTN disease in 

pregnancy (HDP) is a complication of pregnancy occurring 
in approximately 2-8% of all pregnancies worldwide and 
responsible for ~16% of global maternal deaths in pregnancy 
[14] and is the second most common cause of maternal and 
foetal morbidity and mortality worldwide [15,16] affecting 1 
in 7 hospital deliveries [17]. HDP is increasing in incidence 
despite widespread publicity and substantial public health 
spending, with women giving birth in 2003 at a 6.7 times 
the risk of developing severe eclampsia than those giving 
birth 20 years previously [14]. Additional to these specific 
applications sub-variants of HTN such as prehypertension 
and white coat hypertension are clinical entities with specific 
phenotypes. Prehypertension is a high normal BP, defined as 
a brachial BP between the 90th and 95th percentile [4], and 
occurs in 25-50% of adults worldwide [18,19]. White coat 
HTN (WCHTN) is manifestation of circulatory dysregulation 
resulting in intermittent HTN associated with clinical BP 
monitoring and is defined as an elevated office BP on three 
occasions with normal 24hr or home BP measures in the 
absence of antihypertensive therapy [19]. Martin and McGrath 
reported a ~15-45% incidence of WCHTN in untreated 
HTN patients and an associated 3 fold increased incidence 
of diabetes and HTN over 10 years. Both Prehypertension 
and WCHTN are associated with an increased lifetime risk of 
developing HTN and cardiovascular events and are treated by 
lifestyle modifications and antihypertensive pharmacotherapy 
[18,19]. Worldwide HTN is common, dangerous and 
expensive, occuring in multiple clinical settings with multiple 
phenotypes. Multiple HTN guidelines have been developed 
worldwide to steer clinical practice yet outcomes remain 
poor. This review examined the focus of these guidelines 
seeking to better understand the challenges and complexities 
of HTN and identify opportunities that may improve current 
clinical practice.

BP, haemodynamics and cardiovascular control

The circulation functions to transport oxygen to the cells, 
with the blood flowing down pulsing BP gradients generated 
by the coordinated muscular contraction and relaxation of the 
heart and vessels. Effective delivery of oxygen to the cells 
is critical to the function and viability of the cells, organs 
and ultimately the organism. The precise measurement 
of this flow is central to understanding and managing the 
circulation in all cardiovascular diseases including HTN. 
Cardiovascular control (CVC) is complex and variable in 
the normal and pathological circulation and is controlled by 
the neurohormonal systems (NHS). The NHS includes the 
autonomic nervous system (ANS), including the sympathetic 
and parasympathetic nervous systems, the renin-angiotensin-
aldosterone systems, the cardiac natriuretic peptide system 
and the vascular endothelium, all mediated by the interplay 
of baroreceptors, chemoreceptors and thermoreceptors 
to preserve normal perfusion pressures and flow and 
optimal homeostasis [20-22]. Dysregulation of any of the 
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Figure 1: Global gender distinct incidence, diagnosis, treatment 
and BP control in HTN subjects (100%) defined as ≥140/90 and 
occurring in ~32% of adults worldwide [2,3].
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multifactorial and interdependent vectors of CVC results in 
circulatory derangement and potentially high, normal or low 
BP. While HTN is defined and managed by simple brachial 
BP target values Guyton demonstrated that BP is the product 
of cardiac and vascular function [23];

Where BP = blood pressure (mmHg), SV = stroke volume 
(cm3), HR = heart rate (bpm), SVR = systemic vascular 
resistance (dynes.s.cm-5). 

Therefore, it is axiomatic that HTN, an increased BP, 
results from elevation of either cardiac or vascular function, 
or both. The possible haemodynamic computations associated 
with HTN can be simply conceived as ranging from normal, 
prehypertensive with normotension and deranged but 
compensated central haemodynamics (CH), and hypertension 
of vasogenic, cardiogenic or mixed aetiology (Figure 2).

Quantitating CH function is a prerequisite for defining 
the aetiology of HTN and accurately targeting and guiding 
therapy.
Haemodynamics, BP and therapy

Antihypertensive therapies target reduction of elevated 
CH parameters which reflect cardiovascular dysfunction 
using the appropriate class of therapy thus potentially 

reducing BP (Figure 3) [24]. However without quantitative 
values for SV, HR and SVR choice of preferred therapies and 
doses remains empirical.

Direct and indirect action of therapies on CH is modulated 
by the neurohormonal system (NHS) thus complicating the 
choice of and precision of therapeutics. Pathophysiologically 
the control of elevated CH is achieved by: 

a. Decreasing the SVR using a vasodilator (ACEI/ARB)

b. Reducing preload and thus SV with a diuretic

c. Reducing the SV directly using a negative inotrope (CCB) 

While this simple therapeutic model is complicated by 
the compensatory regulation of CVC, quantification of CH 
is an intuitive and scientific nexus enabling precise choice 
of therapy and monitoring dose effectiveness (Figure 4) 
[7,25,26].

The direct and indirect response of CH to different classes 
of cardiovascular therapy is demonstrated in Figure 3. This 
simple model demonstrates the potential for non-physiologic 
treatment to induce iatrogenic complications. For example 
negative inotropes or diuretics will reduce SV but in vasogenic 
HTN the baroreceptor driven CVC will increase SVR further 
preserving or increasing the hypertension. Conversely 
vasodilation in cases of cardiogenic HTN decreases SVR thus 
increasing the SV and potentially increasing the HTN. The 
interaction of therapies and the CVC on the CH determines 
the post-intervention BP. Smith and Madigan observed that 
therapeutic non-compliance is common and related to HTN 
often being asymptomatic and its treatment ineffective [26]. 
Iatrogenic complications from poly-pharmacotherapies which 
may have conflicting physiological actions and enhance 
symptoms may also confuse therapeutic strategies resulting 
in increased drug-drug interactions, increased adverse events 
and costs further discouraging patient compliance [27,28].

Hypertension guidelines and haemodynamics
While the role of CH in HTN is clear its role in current 

guidelines is not established. Nine current HTN management 

 
Figure 3: Different therapies and their direct action on CH parameters 
and the indirect regulatory response of the neurohormonal system 
(NHS) on cardiac and vascular function. SV = stroke volume 
(cm3), HR = heart rate (bpm), SVR = systemic vascular resistance 
(dynes.s.cm-5), CCB = Calcium channel blocker, BB = Beta 
blocker, ACEI = Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor, ARB = 
Angiotensin-receptor blocker.

 
Figure 2: Simplified circulatory models demonstrating the normal 
circulation and the central haemodynamic derangements of 
prehypertension and hypertension.

 

Figure 4: Simplified CH response to different classes of 
cardiovascular therapies. Directly targeted parameters (red), and 
compensatory mediated NHS parameters (blue).
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guidelines from Australia [29], Canada [30], China [31], 
Europe [32], Japan [33], Singapore [34], UK [35], US [4] and 
one International Guideline [36] were selected to represent 
international geographical practice (Figure 5) and reviewed 
to evaluate the role of BP and CH parameters.

Using proprietary word-count functions the nine 
guidelines, excluding references, were searched for the 
keywords <hypertension>, <BP>, <SBP>, <DBP>, <MAP>, 
<blood pressure>, <SV>, <stroke volume>, <CO>, <cardiac 
output>, <SVR> <VR>, and <vascular resistance> and 
the instances of BP or CH parameters were tabulated as 
indicative of the focus of current global guidelines. A total 
of 478,537 words on 695 pages from the nine international 
HTN guidelines were analysed. In total BP parameters (BP, 
SBP, DBP, MAP and blood pressure) were counted 7,535 
times (99.4%) while CH parameters (SV, stroke Volume, 
CO, cardiac output, SVR, VR and vascular resistance) were 
counted 47 times (0.06%) in total (Table 1, Figure 6). All 
guidelines recommended BP targeted practice while no 
guidelines recommended CH target values, while four of 
the nine guidelines omitted any mention of CH. Despite 
vasodilators being the recommended first choice therapy 
for HTN, vascular tone (SVR and vascular resistance) was 
mentioned in only two guidelines but without target values.

This review of global HTN guidelines confirms uniform 
recommendation of BP-centric practices in HTN despite 
<23% of diagnosed and treated subjects achieving effective 

BP control [3]. While circulatory physiology and the 
pathophysiology of HTN identifies CH as the scientific 
targets for pharmacotherapies, CH are overlooked in current 
guidelines.

Effectiveness of BP measurement
While the deficiencies of BP-centric HTN management 

may be rooted in the non-physiological nature of current 
concepts, the intrinsic inaccuracy of BP monitoring 
and examinations may also contribute to its clinical 
ineffectiveness. For example, despite being ubiquitous in 
clinical practice, non-invasive automatic office brachial 
BP (AOBP) measurement taken at the upper arm with an 
inflatable cuff is only modestly accurate. Kallioinen et al. 
[37] in a meta-analysis of 328 full text articles identified 29 
sources of BP mismeasurement with SBP errors ranging from 
-23.6mmHg to +33mmHg and DBP errors from -14mmHg 
to +23mmHg and concluded that “a single BP value outside 
the expected range should be interpreted with caution and 
not taken as a definitive indicator of clinical deterioration.” 
Importantly the majority of reported errors substantially bias 
toward over-measurement of SBP and DBP and therefore the 
over-diagnosis of HTN, while only 14-17% of errors led to 
under-diagnosis.  It is universally assumed that commercially 
available AOBP devices are validated for accuracy, yet 
Picone et al. [38] in a study of 2,486 devices sold globally 
found only 10% were validated for accuracy and 73% had 
no validation at all. The authors concluded that a “Lack of 
validation may undermine optimal medical practice through 
increased potential for incorrect hypertension diagnosis and 
inappropriate care.”

Brachial AOBP devices are validated by comparison of 
measurements with those from reference standards, or by 
proof of equivalence against existing validated devices [38]. 
While high fidelity micromanometer tipped intra-arterial 
pressure monitoring of the aortic root is the gold standard 
BP reference [39] the brachial cuff measurement site is 25-
35cm separate and characterised by distinct pressure and 
flow waveforms [40]. Of further complication the flow in 
the ascending aorta is not laminar but helical with velocity 
and pressure vortices associated with varying arterial 

 
Figure 5: Global geographical coverage of reviewed hypertension 
guidelines.

 

Table 1: Word count of CH and BP parameters in all nine reviewed hypertension guidelines [27-33,4,34] demonstrating a disproportionate 
omission of CH.
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morphology and branching. This makes positioning of the 
transducer mid-stream in the aortic flow cross-section critical 
for accurate measurement, particularly as the aorta pulses 
throughout the cardiac cycle effectively shifting the catheter 
back and forward across the aortic flow from wall to wall 
during systole and diastole [41]. Despite invasive validation 
being the gold standard for validation these sources of error 
combine to create significant variations between invasive 
aortic and invasive brachial BP measurements, and invasive 
aortic and non-invasive brachial values. Nakagami et al. [42] 
found that invasive aortic SBP was 17.7mmHg greater than 
non-invasive brachial SBP, and invasive brachial measures of 
SBP were on average 22.2mmHg greater than non-invasive 
brachial SBP values. Pelazza and Filho found central aortic 
catheter transducers measured 3-8% greater values than 
those measurement by AOBP in the clinically relevant 40 to  
80± year olds [43]. In a meta-analysis of 74 studies comparing 
invasive central aortic BP to brachial AOBP measurements in 
3,073 subjects Picone et al. found that on average SBP was 
under-measured by 5.7mmHg and DBP was over-measured 
by 5.5mmHg by non-invasive brachial measurement [44]. 
Critically they calculated that a 5.0mmHg difference in 
measured BP may result in misdiagnosis of 48M subjects 
in the US alone and concluded that there was “uncertainty 
as to whether cuff BP accurately measures intra-arterial 
BP”. These disagreements between invasive and cuff based 
brachial measurements, and between invasive central BP 
measurements and brachial AOBP measurements undermine 
the reliability of the brachial BP measurement on which HTN 
guidelines rely.

Physiologic variability of BP

Further challenging the accuracy of BP measurements is 
that circulatory physiology and its component measures, BP, 
SV, CO and SVR are dynamic variables with significantly 

wide normal ranges and standard deviations between 
and within subjects. These disparities may reflect normal 
variability associated with cardiovascular regulation and 
physiology such as in respiration, excitement and exercise, 
or pathophysiologic changes [45]. As SBP and DBP are 
measured non-contemporaneously during cuff deflation, 
the accuracy of brachial AOBP measurements will be 
significantly influenced by the stage of the respiratory cycle 
at which the measurements are taken. Inspiration increases 
the SBP, DBP, the pulse pressure and the SV, while they 
decrease during expiration [46] at a rate correlating with the 
depth of respiration and the intra-thoracic pressure changes 
[47]. As the resting adult respiratory cycle is 4-8 seconds and 
a normal cuff inflation and deflation cycle of an AOBP is in 
the order of 5-10 seconds, the SBP and DBP measurements 
will be acquired from separate phases of the cardiac cycle, 
including from the apex and nadir of respiration ensuring 
maximum inaccuracy and variability of measurements. 
Normal SV variability is <12% and therefore contributing an 
additional ±6% physiologic variability to BP measurements 
assuming the BP measures are exact [48]. AOBP devices 
measure arterial BP at the level of the upper arm, yet the 
extremities undergo extreme blood volume redistribution 
under control of the NHS, particularly in response to changes 
in ambient temperature [20]. Rowell et al. demonstrated that 
elevating skin temperature in normal subjects from 37.2°C to 
38.7°C resulted in a reduction of total peripheral resistance 
by 64%, and an accompanying increase in CO of 133% thus 
confirming a significant dissociation between central and 
brachial BP during thermoregulation [20]. This redistribution 
of peripheral blood volume as the NHS adjusts regional 
vascular resistance limits the effectiveness of brachial AOBP 
and demonstrates that central BP measurements are a more 
physiological choice for therapeutic guidance. Roman et al. 
confirmed that central and brachial BP differed significantly 
and that “central pulse pressure is more strongly related 
to vascular hypertrophy, extent of atherosclerosis, and 
cardiovascular events than is brachial BP” [49]. While Sharman 
et al. in a randomised controlled trial concluded “guidance 
of hypertension management with central BP results in a 
significantly different therapeutic pathway than conventional 
cuff BP with less use of medication to achieve BP control and 
no adverse effects…..” [50]. This evidence demonstrates that 
central and brachial BP are not interchangeable and that the 
dynamic effect of CVC ensures their dissociation and non-
linear relationship. The recent development of non-invasive 
cuff-based AOBP devices that measure central BP (cBP) and 
central pulse pressure waveforms potentially addresses this 
source of error and may contribute to improving the clinical 
utility of BP measurements. Cheng et al. derived and validated 
a cBP threshold of 130/90 with optimal cBP of 120/80. (51).

Atrial fibrillation, hypertension and BP monitoring

Atrial fibrillation (AF) like HTN is positively associated 

 Figure 6: Comparison of references to CH and BP in reviewed 
global hypertension guidelines [29-35,4,36].
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with age occurring in ~25% of subjects aged >55years [52]. 
HTN is identified as an independent cause for AF with the 
population attributable risk linking HTN with AF being 
>20% [52]. Yet brachial AOBP is only valid for subjects with 
slow and regular AF and measurements averaged from three 
or more observations, with accuracy diminishing as HR and 
HR variability increase [53]. So as the incidence and severity 
of HTN increases with age the effectiveness of AOBP 
monitoring diminishes secondary to an increased incidence 
and severity of AF, thus limiting the effectiveness of AOBP 
in the most vulnerable cohort. Su et al. simply concluded 
that “more effort is needed to create a new and accurate BP 
measurement method for AF patients” [53].

Brachial BP: utility in clinical care

These multiple errors and limitations of brachial AOBP 
measurement vary within and across subjects, operators and 
devices, and result in summed errors in clinical measurement 
of at least ±20% [37,], an error likely to result in significant 
misclassification of HTN status. International ISO 81060-
2:2018(E) guidelines for the clinical investigation of 
intermittent automated measurement of non-invasive 
sphygmomanometers recommends equivalence validation 
values within ±5mmHg with an SD of <8mmHg between 
AOBP device and manual auscultation for accurate 
assessment of clinical HTN. Given the preceding technical 
and physiological findings, this degree of agreement may be 
unattainable. In addition to brachial BP being a physiologically 
suboptimal target for monitoring circulatory dysregulation its 
clinical resolution is inadequate for the implementation of 
precision therapeutics, both of which may conspire to impair 
outcomes in HTN.

Central haemodynamic monitoring technology
The adoption of CH-led approaches in HTN depends 

on the availability of a non-invasive technology with 

clinical resolution more accurate than that of AOBPs. 
Continuous wave Doppler ultrasound (CW) is well validated 
with a sensitivity of ±3% in string phantoms [54,55]. An 
anthropometrically calibrated CW (USCOM 1A, Uscom Ltd, 
Australia) has been validated from 0.12l/min to 18.7l/min 
across multiple clinical applications [56-62], is non-invasive, 
simple to use and interpret, with an examination time of less 
than five minutes [57] and with age referenced normal CH 
values from neonates to 87 years [57]. The technology is 
effective in free breathing and ventilated subjects and those 
in sinus rhythm and with atrial fibrillation [59], conditions 
which may confound BP monitoring [53]. The technology 
generates multiple beat to beat parameters of cardiovascular 
performance, including SV, CO and SVR [63], and displays 
values from each stroke or as an average value from a 14 
second acquisition, thus limiting the impact of respiratory 
variation and increasing the reliability of measurements and 
its sensitivity to change (Figure 7).

Normal SV variability (SVV) generates an up to 15% BP 
variability contributing to an increased standard deviation 
of BP measurements as BP is a direct function of SV. This 
normal variability is an indication of sensitivity, and is 
directly measured by averaging multiple CW observations, 
but not by single oscillometric measures. This variability 
is further increased in subjects with hypovolemia where 
SVV may exceed 20%. Elderly subjects with an increased 
incidence of HTN may also have pre-existing background 
hypovolemia or may be on therapeutic diuretics for HTN or 
heart failure and which may increase SVV and BPV making 
BP measures decreasingly accurate in the elderly cohort with 
the highest incidence of hypertension. These physiological 
variations are captured by CW as demonstrated in Figure 6. 
The averaging of multiple observations reduces the effect 
of observational variability and increases the sensitivity of 
comparison measures, the value of which can be predicted 
using generalizability theory and the number of averaged 
observations [64]

 
Figure 7: Transaortic Doppler flow profile demonstrating normal respiratory SV variability.
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Where ∆CO = the change in CO detected between 
consecutive measures, n = number of cycles averaged to 
create each single measure, and 11 is the single measure 
sensitivity for detecting change using CW [64].

Plotting this equation demonstrates an exponential 
curve with increasing sensitivity accompanying increasing 
observations approaching an asymptote at approximately 
10 averaged CO measures (Figure 8). This equation predicts 
a three fold increase in sensitivity from 11% to 3.3% by 
averaging 10 consecutive measures with an ~3% sensitivity 
limit from additional observations beyond 10.

Using 10 average measures in vivo sensitivity of ±5% was 
demonstrated in sheep studies against surgically implanted 
ultrasonic flow probes over a six-fold range of outputs (1.9L/
min to 11.7L/min) varied using inotropes and vasoactives [56]. 
This high in vivo sensitivity to therapeutic change facilitates 
the early detection and management of CH enhancing its 
application in prehypertension (18), dysrhythmias, white-
coat HTN (19), pediatric HTN [65] and preeclampsia [62,66]. 
This 5% sensitivity of CH measurements contrasts with that 
of brachial AOBP measurements with an estimated sensitivity 
of 20% at best in subjects in sinus rhythm [37].

Strengths and Limitations
While the choices of practice guidelines for this 

review were discretionary, it was based on geographic and 
reputational criteria. Additional guidelines may have been 
included, however the reviewed guidelines were uniform 
in principle with no recommendations for inclusion of CH, 
so it is unlikely additional guidelines would have revealed 
significantly different clinical practices. The assumption that 
practice guidelines are widely adopted may also be flawed, 
with current poor HTN outcomes potentially reflecting 

incomplete adoption of effective practice guidelines rather 
than ineffective guidelines being widely implemented. The 
contrary hypothesis that the inclusion of CH-led concepts in 
current guidelines may improve outcomes may also be flawed 
and requires clinical evaluation. However the physiological, 
technical and clinical proposition is compelling and the value 
of CH-led monitoring in pilot applications such as HDP, 
paediatric HTN, and adult and paediatric ICU is positive. 
An option for the effective adoption of CH-led HTN care 
would require delivery in bespoke hypertensive clinics, with 
specialised clinicians and technicians combined with an 
expanded national data archiving and monitoring database. 
While this would require increased public health spend, even 
a small improvement in clinical HTN outcomes, particularly 
in early detection and implementation of precision therapy 
will offset any costs of establishment.

Conclusion
This review identified substantial and increasingly 

ineffective management of HTN globally despite widespread 
and detailed clinical guidelines and abundant evolving clinical 
therapies. These results can be attributed to multiple causes 
including BP-centric practice recommendations, inaccuracy 
of BP technologies, the complexity of the underlying 
pathophysiology, and the inadequacy of examination and 
monitoring techniques. The physiology and pathophysiology 
of the hypertensive circulation identified CH parameters as 
essential for accurate diagnosis and targeting of precision 
therapy despite their omission from current HTN guidelines. 
The increased sensitivity of CH monitoring of the circulatory 
changes of HTN also suggest an increased application in 
clinical environments in which BP monitoring remains 
unclear such as prehypertension, dysrhythmias, white-
coat HTN, pediatric HTN and preeclampsia. Continuing to 
manage HTN based on current precepts and in the absence 
of CH measurements is likely to preserve current clinical 
outcomes. The addition of CH monitoring to HTN guidelines 
and treatment algorithms is a physiologically rational next 
step for the incremental improvement of clinical practice for 
what is, at least as far as effective therapeutics are concerned, 
arguably an orphan disease.

Review Criteria
For this study nine current HTN management guidelines 

from Australia [27], Canada [28], China [29], Europe 
[30], Japan [31], Singapore [32], UK [33], US [4] and one 
International Guideline [34] were reviewed. Using the 
Microsoft Word and Adobe word count functions, the nine 
guidelines, excluding references, were searched for the 
keywords <hypertension>, <BP>, <SBP>, <DBP>, <MAP>, 
<blood pressure>, <SV>, <stroke volume>, <CO>, <cardiac 
output>, <SVR> <VR>, and <vascular resistance> and the 
results tabulated from the 695 pages and 478,537 words 

 
Figure 8: Assuming a sensitivity of 11% between two single 
repeated CO/SV measures generalizability theory predicts a ~3% 
sensitivity from 10 averaged CW beats repeated.
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searched. HDP guidelines from ACC, AHA, ACOG, ESC 
and Nice [14,63-65,30], plus one pediatric HTN guideline 
[13], two sepsis guidelines [75,79] and eight review articles 
[1,5,7-9,19,26,35] were referenced. This review focused 
on evaluating the current knowledge in the field of HTN 
including the contents and recommendations of global 
guidelines, clinical recommendations and review articles and 
the clinical effectiveness of HTN management worldwide. 
Alongside this evidence physiology and pathophysiology was 
considered and recent relevant clinical science and additions 
to current guidelines were discussed.
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